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Abstract 

Information technology advancements made during the past decade have made detecting adversaries extremely 
hard and almost impossible, so detection mechanisms have also evolved from old signature-based systems to look 
at the behavior of users, entities, and software.  
 
The purpose of this master’s thesis is to research and gather the basic knowledge of insider threat taxonomy, what 
are the common indicators in human behavior, how those indicators could be potentially detected via technical logs 
(machine data) with user and entity behavior analytics tools and what are the prioritized use cases. In my master’s 
thesis process I utilized a mixed method approach of research. Background information was gathered through litera-
ture review, interview and familiarizing myself with the use cases of User and Entity Behavior analytics tool devel-
oped by Splunk Inc.  
 
The findings of my research indicate that traditional security methods relying on rules and known patterns are not 
going to disappear, but they will remain as a key part of the layered defense. The effectiveness of these solutions 
will be multiplied by adapting AI driven user behavior analytics on top of them. User behavior analytics tools are 
providing a different approach to anomaly detection and relying on a range of analytical approaches. These are usu-
ally a combination of basic analytics methods and advanced analytics. Basic analytics means simple statistics, signa-
tures, and pattern matching. Advanced analytics are relying in AI capabilities, and this allows the tool to learn and 
adapt faster to changes and does not require a similar level of human intervention. The changes are seen as anoma-
lies from usual behavior, whether it is based on learning from individual behavior over times or from predefined 
role-based baselines. 
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Tiivistelmä̈  

Viime vuosikymmenen aikana saavutetut tietotekniikan edistysaskeleet ovat tehneet vastustajien havaitsemisesta 
erittäin vaikeaa, ellei jopa lähes mahdotonta, joten myös tunnistusmekanismit ovat kehittyneet perinteisistä sääntö-
pohjaisista järjestelmistä tarkastelemaan käyttäjien, entiteettien ja ohjelmistojen käyttäytymistä. 
 
Tämän opinnäytetyön (YAMK) tarkoituksena on tutkia ja kerätä perustiedot sisäpiirin uhkien taksonomiasta, mitkä 
ovat yleisimmät indikaattorit ihmisten käyttäytymisessä, kuinka ne voitaisiin mahdollisesti havaita teknisten lokien 
(konedatan) avulla käyttäjien ja entiteettien käyttäytymisanalytiikalla ja mitkä ovat ensisijaisia käyttötapauksia. 
Opinnäytetyö (YAMK) prosessissani käytin tutkimukseen sekamenetelmää. Taustatietoa kerättiin kirjallisuuskatsauk-
sen, haastattelun ja Splunk Inc:n kehittämän User and Entity Behavior Analytics -työkalun käyttötapauksiin tutustu-
misen kautta. 
 
Tutkimukseni tulokset osoittavat, että perinteiset sääntöihin ja tunnettuihin malleihin perustuvat turvallisuusmene-
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1 Introduction 

The digital battlefield is changing and expanding fast and there are no more distinct organiza-

tional borders to defend within information technology field. Organizational networks are rap-

idly expanding through cloud services and remote work, which open new attack vectors to moni-

tor and defend, since people are accessing data outside corporate perimeters, storing machines 

and for example USB-media at their home offices and utilizing vulnerable personal wireless net-

works (Hartline, 2017). All these changes have made it harder to detect an insider threat. This is 

especially true, if one does not have a proper insider threat management program in place, 

which includes everything from executive buy in, assessment, plan, training, and monitoring 

(Krishnan, 2022). Adversaries are becoming better equipped, well-funded and in some cases, the 

criminals are either backed by or working directly for nation-state players. It is a multi-billion-

dollar business, so, for the defenders it is becoming almost impossible to defend the IT environ-

ments they are paid to protect, or at least it is impossible with old fashioned perimeter and sig-

nature-based security solutions like for example basic antivirus and firewalls (Mehan, 2016). 

Based on a recent report from Ponemon (2020 Cost of Insider Threat Report | Proofpoint UK, 

2020), cybercrime costs are expected to grow by almost 15 percent per year over the next four 

years and reaching the mindboggling $10 trillion USD annually by 2025. At the same time, the 

increase of cybersecurity incidents caused by insiders, have grown from 2018 by staggering 47%. 

The monetary impact of these insider caused incidents has been estimated to be averaging 

around $11,5 million annually including direct financial impacts but also the impact caused by 

loss of reputation (2020 Cost of Insider Threat Report | Proofpoint UK, 2020). 

There are multiple types of insider threats ranging from discontent employee wishing to penalize 

the employer from being mistreated, all the way up to a nation-state sponsored espionage, re-

sulting into a fact that all insiders are not created equal. Some of them pose a bigger risk than 

others and therefore organizations need to be able to identify those that are considered as a big-

ger risk. Organizations need to be able to identify the people, soon-to-depart employees, con-

tractors etc. who have the high-level privileged access to sensitive data or to proprietary infor-

mation. Their access and movements need to be monitored closely and organizations need to 

have a strict procedure for exiting the organization. Unfortunately, processes are not enough to 
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mitigate the threat, but organizations also need to implement required technological solutions 

as well (Thompson, 2018). 

Traditional security methods relying on approach of rules and known patterns, solutions like fire-

walls, intrusion detection systems, antivirus, next generation endpoint protection and Security 

Incident Event Management (SIEM) tools are not going to disappear, but those will remain as a 

key part of the layered defense. The effectiveness of these solutions will be multiplied by adapt-

ing AI driven user behavior analytics on top of them. Why we need the mix? As the tools and 

strategies of the attackers change, us people tasked to defend are not able to keep up and cre-

ate the necessary rules from past events in time to detect them in the future. Even if we can de-

velop those rules in short amount of time, the attackers have already changed their methods just 

slightly and are able to bypass the perimeter.  

User behavior analytics tools are providing a different approach to anomaly detection and rely-

ing on a range of analytical approaches. These are usually a combination of basic analytics meth-

ods and advanced analytics. Basic analytics are simple statistics, signatures, and pattern match-

ing and advanced analytics are relying in Artificial Intelligence (AI) capabilities. These AI 

advancements allows the tool to learn and adapt faster to changes in behavioral features and 

doesn´t require similar level of human intervention. The changes are seen as anomalies from 

usual behavior, whether it is based on learning from individuals over a long period of time or 

from predefined roles-based baselines. These analytics tools analyze multiple different aspects 

and log sources, for example access to systems and facilities, changes in networks or transfer of 

data, to evaluate activity of entities and users against learned baseline. These log sources can be 

for example hosts, login information from networks and applications, network traffic and data 

storages and this information is used to detect potential incidents that are planned or executed 

by insiders or outside attackers that cannot be detected by traditional methods (Beardsley et al., 

2021). 

1.1 Purpose and objectives of research 

The Insider threat topic has been my personal interest for years, but the encouragement to re-

search this topic further also came from my employer. In my organization, we have identified a 
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long time ago the problematic nature of malicious insiders and the difficulty to detect the poten-

tial actions indicating such behavior. Though this is an important for my organization, this is a 

universal issue impacting all, regardless of industry or the size of the organization.  

The purpose of this master´s thesis was to research and gather the basic understanding of in-

sider threat taxonomy, what are the common indicators in human behavior, how those indica-

tors could be potentially detected via technical logs (machine data) with User behavior Analytics 

(UBA) or User and Entity Behavior Analytics (UEBA) tools and what are the prioritized use cases.  

Objective is to research the topic purely from internal security perspective and concentrating on 

the employees, who for some reason decide to do the wrong thing, bypass rules, and endanger 

the environment, steal something, and share/sell it to people or organizations that are looking to 

profit from it. Reasons behind such a decisions and actions are diverse and not always malicious, 

but nevertheless bad decisions that put the organization at risk. For organizations to be able to 

detect, prevent and investigate these types of cases, they need to understand the person, means 

and motivations behind the action. Through understanding the insider threat and corresponding 

technology to mitigate it, the result of this master´s thesis could be used as a prioritized blue-

print for organizations battling against this threat, to plan, improve and build their defenses. This 

blueprint is again universal and applicable to all organizations regardless of size, location, or 

trade. It is prioritized, so based on available resources, every organization can scale according to 

their appetite. 

Research question driving the master´s thesis: How can one utilize User and Entity Behavior Ana-

lytics tools to detect different indicators of insider threats? 

1.2 Research methods 

In my master´s thesis process I utilized a mixed method approach. The reason why I chose this 

approach was the requirement to research quantifiable facts, for example studies that prove cer-

tain types of indicators being associated to different types of insider threat actors, and also sta-

tistics related to attacks executed by these insider threats, but also the to provide more in-depth 

view and subject matter expertise on the UBA/UEBA tool itself, I needed to conduct an interview 

and review case studies which are methods associated with qualitative research.  Additionally, to 
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my personal view on this methodology, according to Tuomi & Sarajärvi, utilizing both qualitative 

and quantitative methods together provide a good assurance, that the research is not missing 

any factors or points of views, that could be missed by utilizing just one method (Tuomi; Sa-

rajärvi, 2018). 

In this thesis, the theoretical information is gathered through multiple different methods includ-

ing literature review, using scientific publications, case studies, semi-structured subject matter 

expert interview, and through studying use cases from UBA/UEBA tool test environment built by 

Splunk Inc.  

A literature review means studying available information published in different sources and tar-

geted to a specific topic. In certain cases, the literature sources could be contained to a time 

frame or a region to narrow down the search and material. As simple as summary from multiple 

reviewed sources can be accounted as a literature review, but usually there needs to be a proper 

structure, analysis, and synthesis to present acquired knowledge and conclusions compared to 

other research and theories (McCombes, 2019). Theoretical Information gathering and literature 

review to this thesis is conducted from publications from different databases like janet.finna.fi, 

mpkk.finna.fi and open-source (Google Scholar etc.) utilizing search terms criminal behavior, 

computer security, risk management, internal threat, user behavior analytics, cyber security, ad-

vanced threats.  

A semi-structured interviews are utilized to gather qualitative open-ended data and highlights 

the interviewees meanings and interpretations and how those are formed. Semi-structured in-

terview process and questions are not set in stone, but rather based on the interaction between 

the interviewer and interviewee (Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2018). In my thesis process, I conducted this 

interview with Splunk Inc´s regional sales engineer during my introduction to the UBA/UEBA 

tool. This approach allowed me to familiarize myself with the functionalities of the tool, but also 

to acquire a Splunk UBA/UEBA subject matter experts view on the insider threat phenomena and 

to the capabilities to detect associated indicators. As a part of subject matter expert review, I 

was allowed to study and utilize Splunk Inc. UBA/UEBA test environment to gather use case ex-

amples, related logs and information on what exactly the solutions are looking for from the logs 

(Splunk Inc., 2022). This was important to visualize the solution and its capabilities and because 
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building this type of test environment would be impossible due to the requirement of logs, the 

quantity of samples and the complexity of the solution. 

For information source evaluation I used the P.R.O.V.E.N methodology (Carey, 2021). The pro-

cess of evaluating a source according to P.R.O.V.E.N, requires fact-checking and analyzing the 

source itself. This is especially true when we are talking about open-source information from in-

ternet. One needs to examine, if the information can be verified by another source, analyze if 

the information itself is relevant and what is the expertise of the author to make claims. Also, 

one needs to verify the authors objectivity, purpose of the resource and there is a method to 

confirm the findings.  

P.R.O.V.E.N acronym derives from the first letters of six step process to help the writer to evalu-

ate and verify the sources which are planned to be utilized in the writing process (Carey, 2021): 

• Purpose, why and how was this source created and who is the planned audience? 
 

• Relevance, what is value and usefulness of the source and how does it compare to others? More 
importantly, does it answer writer’s questions? 

 
• Objectivity, Is the information complete, reasonable, and presented professionally without a 

strong personal agenda? 
 

•  Verifiability, is the information accurate, truthful, and backed up with factual evidence that can 
be verified from another source?  

 
• Expertise, what is the authority of the authors? Are the sources reviewed or peer reviewed? 

 
• Newness, what is the age of the information and are there newer sources available? 

 
  

1.3 Literature review process 

There are multiple research papers written about insider threats (Homoliak et al., 2019) and sev-

eral papers on user behavior analytics (Salitin & Zolait, 2018), so there is plenty of good research 

and documentation to review and study to have the basic knowledge of both topics. User behav-

ior technology is relatively new in the world of information technology, and it is evolving with 

great speed with artificial intelligence. UBA/UEBA systems first appeared in the early 2000 and 

were mainly used as market analysis tools. Technological advancements have created new op-

portunities for achieving better visibility and detection capabilities, thus resulting also for further 
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research, including combining the UBA/UEBA technology in the context of insider threat detec-

tion. 

As mentioned in the research methods section the theoretical information to this master´s thesis 

was gathered through multiple different methods including literature review using scientific pub-

lications, books, white papers, and case studies. For internal threats, I concentrated more on so-

ciology related research, but also documentation and guides written by governmental security 

entities. Jääskeläinen, (2018) Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency, (2020), Greene-

meier, (2007), Whitty, (2021), to mention few, who have done extensive research on the threats. 

Key question from the existing research is what is an insider threat, what are the motivations be-

hind the actions and more importantly to me, what are the potential indicators?  

From technical UBA/UEBA perspective there is a good amount of documentation, but also the 

use cases are extensive. UBA/UEBA is utilized in so many different areas of business, so the prob-

lem becomes to find the right sources for writer specific requirements. In my literature review, I 

tried to concentrate on utilizing appropriate and as accurate as possible search words to avoid 

overloading the results. During my review I found good sources like Krasznay & Hámornik, 

(2018), Shashanka et al., (2016), who were looking at the UBA/UEBA capabilities on detecting 

behavioral patterns of a cyber-attack as a part of bigger enterprise security framework. In my 

opinion this is important aspect, since the monitoring of internal threat indicators from 

UBA/UEBA tools will usually be tasked to the same people monitoring the enterprise cyber-secu-

rity in security operations centers. During my review I was also able to discover previous thesis´s 

from Seppänen, (2021) and Jääskelä, (2020) that were looking into the task and challenges of de-

signing and implementing UBA/UEBA solution. Both papers were taking a deeper dive to a spe-

cific vendor solution or looking at the detailed mechanisms on how the learning happens within 

the technology. 

So, it is obvious there is a lot of research to review, but still I found that significant amount is still 

concentrating either on the human side or purely on the technology itself and what are the next 

evolutions. Documents that are looking in to detecting insider threats with UBA/UEBA technol-

ogy exist, but the ones I found were concentrating on pure technical requirements, or a very de-

tailed technical challenge for example detecting a foreign keyboard in network traffic. Also, 
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these research papers do not dive into details on what insider threat is, what are the physical in-

dicators and what are the corresponding technical indicators of such behavior, to further explain 

the reasons and indicators from physical to digital and vice versa. 

1.4 Interview process and familiarization to Splunk UBA/UEBA tool 

Interview with Splunk Inc. subject matter expert was conducted online simultaneously while I 

was taught to use the Splunk UBA/UEBA tool in their online test environment. Interview was 

conducted as a semi-structured interview which aims to gather qualitative open-ended data and 

highlights the interviewees meanings and interpretations. During the interview, we were able to 

dive into the mechanics of the tool itself, but also to the experiences of the subject matter ex-

pert. 

I have had the privilege to utilize UBA/UEBA tools during my career about 4-5 years ago, but dur-

ing then the use cases were far less complex than they are now. Also, the technology has devel-

oped vastly from those days and now I saw an opportunity at my current employer’s environ-

ment to potentially utilize this technology to enhance our internal security capabilities, so I had 

to seize the moment. This master´s thesis topic gave me the perfect excuse to spent more of my 

time to expand my knowledge on this technology and to present the findings as a basis and rea-

soning why we should embark on this journey as an organization.  

Being able to utilize and explore the Splunk test environment gave me a lot of information to ad-

vance this research, but also provided good illustration to better explain what the tools is looking 

at with different insider threat scenarios. Part of my daily life is to develop methods and means 

to detect, prevent, and investigate insider threats. I have spent over 20 years within the ICT-

industry and from all those years, majority has gone within security and cyber security domains. 

My specialty has been on operational side of things, trying to perfect the art of detecting bad 

things and what to do, when something is detected. When nation state actors, organized crime 

or internal threats gain access to the information one is trying to protect, they do not use mal-

ware or any similar malicious software which could be detected by traditional means. They uti-

lize the target environments IT-tools or previously gained privileged access to gather information 

or whatever is on their specific agenda. So, one needs to look for other kinds of indicators of 
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compromise, like behavioral patterns of a user, weird login times, locations etc. This is especially 

true, when it comes to internal threats, whether they are intentional or not (Brancik, 2007). 

To be able to do that I need to document what internal threats are, what are the common physi-

cal indicators and corresponding technical indicators. Also, we need to look at where the UEBA 

technology came, where is it now and especially what are the future enhancements that will be 

the game changers for our ability to detect those internal threats. 

1.5 Ethicality and reliability of research 

To guarantee quality and ethics of my research the process was defined in detail before initiating 

the research. Mixed method was chosen as the main methodology as it provides both qualitative 

and quantitative data, which is gathered through different sources including literature review, 

interview and utilizing a test environment to further provide proof for conclusions. The quality of 

the sources for theoretical information was checked with P.R.O.V.E.N methodology (Carey, 2021) 

and the level and depth of questions used in the interview were explained before initiating the 

interview itself. Result and conclusions from the capabilities of the Splunk UEBA tool, was shared 

with the Splunk subject matter expert to verify that authors conclusions were correct from tech-

nical perspective and truthful to the capabilities of the Splunk UBA/UEBA tool. 

This thesis is based on non-classified open-source information, earlier research, scientific publi-

cations and for example vendor specific white papers. The semi-structured subject matter expert 

interview and vendor demo environment data will not include any proprietary and/or personally 

identifiable data that would require heavy data management process and safe keeping. The ven-

dor supporting the thesis through interviews provided only public data and did not require non-

disclosure agreements. The vendor specific information shared in this master´s thesis was sent 

for review and approval before finalizing the thesis.  

Human error caused by erroneous interpretation is possible. This is since the analysis and con-

clusions of the gathered data was conducted by the author alone. 
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2 Insider threat 

Insider threats are one of today’s most challenging cybersecurity issues alongside with nation 

state threat actors and organized crime organizations. These challenges are not well addressed 

by commonly employed perimeter or signature-based security solutions. To be able to under-

stand how to utilize UBA/UEBA to detect insider threats, the organization first needs to under-

stand who the insiders are, what motivates them and what are the potential indicators. Insider 

threats are one of the most challenging attack models to detect and deal with in real life. The 

malicious insiders have the advantage against outside threat, as they already possess legitimate 

access to the environment in some extent and it is easier and less noticeable to gain additional 

privileges. Insiders that are working with information technology, often have detailed knowledge 

of the flaws, vulnerabilities and security controls allowing them to bypass basic type of monitor-

ing. So, it can be easy to commit a fraud and for this reason, even trusted, and honest individuals 

can succumb to temptation or lured with a substantial payoff (Hamin, 2000). According to some 

recently done surveys (2020 Cost of Insider Threat Report | Proofpoint UK, 2020), approximately 

27% of all cybercrime incidents were estimated to be carried out by insiders. Additionally, the 

same survey ((2020 Cost of Insider Threat Report | Proofpoint UK, 2020) suggested that roughly 

around 30% of responses indicated that the damage caused by insiders was more severe than 

the similar attacks initiated by outside threat actors. This increasing numbers of insider attacks 

has raised the awareness and initiated a new requirement for security planning, which is insider 

threat programs. These programs have been tasked to identify the potential targets, vulnerabili-

ties and aligning threat and mitigate them. Programs like this are always a sensitive topic be-

cause the organization is monitoring their employees and to a certain extent their personal lives. 

It is crucial, that these programs are transparent, respect privacy rights and laws, and have the 

understanding and support of personnel (NITTF Produced Guides & Templates, 2017).   

What is an insider and what means insider threat? An insider does not mean that it must be an 

employee of the organization. Insider can be basically anybody with an authorized access to or-

ganizations information, premises, and assets, like a contractor, consultant or outsourced service 

staff like developers, cleaners, even vendors selling organizations products, and so forth (Cyber-

security and Infrastructure Security Agency, 2020). Being an insider does not mean that one is 

bad. Insider threat on the other hand means that one is.  
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I like the Intelligence and National Security Alliances (INSA) definition, where it is stated that the 

insider threat is a threat resulting from someone who has, or had, authorized access to classified 

information, facilities, networks, people or assets, and who intentionally or unintentionally com-

mits actions contrary to law or organizational policy which contribute to or may contribute to 

harm by causing the loss or destruction of classified information, facilities, networks, people or 

assets (Intelligence and National Security Association, 2019). 

To understand the relevant approach to insider threats, organizations need to take consideration 

what is the environment that they are approaching this topic from. One of the widely used mod-

els is the definition from Intelligence and National Security Associations (2019), that in my per-

sonal view provides a good starting point to describe this phenomenon in easily understandable 

high-level format. INSA approach is to define five different types of insider threat, see Figure 1: 

 

Figure 1. Insider threat types, (adapted from Intelligence and National Security Association, 

2019) 

Sabotage

Theft of intellectual 
property or national 
defense information

Insider fraudUnintentional insider 
threat

Workplace violence
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2.1 Approach to insider threats 

As mentioned, this is a high-level approach and a good starting point, but for my personal prefer-

ence, is lacking some depth on describing the different nuances, drivers, and motivations behind 

the activity. Finnish Security Intelligence Services published a paper which was based on Jä-

äskeläinen research, where the author utilizes a more in-depth approach on looking at this topic 

from perspective of securing proprietary information (PI) from insider threats (Jääskeläinen, 

2018). This approach expands the point of view and provides a more comprehensive definition, 

that takes in consideration more than just the threat type. It also includes different variables like 

if the act was intentional or unintentional, what were the potential reasons behind the act and 

what is the profile of the person in question. This taxonomy model described in the FSIS publica-

tion is applying the research from Cappelli et al (2012) and Gelles, (2016). Cappelli added the 

layer of intentionality and Gelles further introduced the variables disregard and ignorance. We 

will dive deeper into this insider threat taxonomy in following sections. 

2.2 Insider threat taxonomy 

Insider threat taxonomy in this thesis is mainly based on the earlier research done by Jä-

äskeläinen (2018). The threat types in Jääskeläinen (2018) are categorized similarly as in model 

from Intelligence and National Security Association (Intelligence and National Security Associa-

tion, 2019). The five main threat types are: 

 

Figure 2. Insider threat types (Adapted from Jääskeläinen, 2018) 

Workplace violence: This contains all forms of violence, abuse, intimidation, bullying, offensive 

jokes, or other threatening behavior, that occurs in a persons place of employment, whether it is 

physical intimidation or psychological harassment. 
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Fraud: In this case, the insider is deleting, adding, modifying, or using inappropriately organiza-

tional information, tools, or systems to usually gain personal benefits. Traditional example 

comes from financial world in a form of insider trading, embezzlement etc.  This can also be 

done by a trusted business partner, who has access to these systems or information. 

Theft of intellectual property, sensitive and/or classified materials or information: This is proba-

bly one of the most common types of insider attack. In this case, the insider is stealing infor-

mation or material for example to benefit financially by selling it forward. Motivation behind this 

can also be political, espionage or forced by outsider entity. 

Sabotage: This means the purposeful / Intentional destruction of material, whether it is in physi-

cal or electronical format to cause harm to the organization and / or individuals within. 

Terrorism: United Nations, have their own definition or terrorism manifested in Security Coun-

cil’s resolution 1566 (2004), but I am more drawn into Northern Atlantic Treaty Organizations 

(NATO) version which in my opinion is more descriptive and usable (Yalcinkaya, 2021). NATO 

considers all unlawful threats to use violence, instill terror and fear against individuals or prop-

erty, with the objectives driven by political, religious, or other ideological agendas, to gain con-

trol over a population by threatening governments and societies as acts of terrorism (Yalcinkaya, 

2021). 

2.3 Intentionality and reason 

Whatever the type of the insider threat turns out to be, there is always the potential for the ac-

tions to be either intentional or unintentional.  

 

Figure 3. Intentionality (Adapted from Jääskeläinen, 2018) 
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If we look at the unintentional act, which is by no means lesser evil, there is diverse set of reason 

behind it. Unintentional insider threat is a person that bends the rules, whether it is within or-

ganizations networks, systems, data, or even physical premises, thus resulting into destruction, 

harm, and costs to the organization. This can be due to lack understanding, laziness or just being 

plain negligent, but nevertheless through action or inaction these persons, without any malicious 

intent, cause massive harm through for example accidental disclosure of classified information, 

opening phishing emails or even losing physical items containing sensitive information. Some-

times, this kind of unintentional malicious behavior, that undermines security can be a symptom 

from badly designed or unsuitable tools, for example difficult procedures or applications that 

does not function as planned. For organization to be able to detect such behavior, resulting from 

unsuitable procedures or tools, can act as a driver for a change, thus resulting in better opera-

tions and security. Organizations are also battling these unintentional insiders via education and 

training programs, spending a lot of time, effort, and money, to make employees understand the 

importance of security. The main causes for these programs to fail is either too complex and 

heavy material or the lack of accountability from users and management (Blowers, 2015). 

Intentional act can also be driven by multiple reasons and not all are malicious. Example from 

intentional, but not necessarily malicious in the true sense of the word. Whistleblowing, where 

the insider might leak information, that he/she feels necessary to reveal. Behind such a decision, 

to turn against one’s own organization can be personal views and opinions that are against what 

the person is tasked to do or what the organization represents and the policies it holds. Inten-

tional and malicious insiders are performing their acts usually to benefit from those. More often 

the sought benefit has a monetary value which is achieved through stealing classified infor-

mation and selling it forward. Other common driver behind an intentional malicious act is re-

venge, which is caused by grudge for being bypassed in promotions, being furloughed, or let go 

(Nurse et al., 2014).  

2.4 Profile 

According to Jääskeläinen the profiles of malicious and intentional insider threat can be divided 

into three distinct categories presented in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4. Insider threat profiles (Adapted from Jääskeläinen, 2018) 

Self-driven and independent threat actors are so called lone wolves, malicious intentional insid-

ers who are performing their acts without any external manipulation or influence. This type of a 

threat is especially dangerous, due to their access levels. Very often the self-driven threat actor, 

who decides to act against his/her organization is motivated, has a good understanding of the 

environment, security features and has plenty of time to plan and execute their actions and 

most importantly, they are already in and usually in a trusted position and armed with high-level 

privileged access rights. One of the most notorious examples would be Edward Snowden, who 

utilized his position and access to leak sensitive NSA information. 

 Infiltrator on the other hand, is initially an outsider, whose main goal is to gain access to an or-

ganization and to its information, with an intention to steal it or destroy it. The Infiltrator can 

portray to be a vendor or a partner for the organization or for example a contractor or even an 

employee. Motivation behind infiltration can vary from personal vendetta, corporate espionage 

to terrorism.  

Recruited insider threats are either employees, contractors or partners who for example a com-

petitor, criminal organization or a nation-state threat actor has identified or targeted as a poten-

tial source of information. Targeting takes place through intelligence gathering utilizing different 

methods from open source to human intelligence. Through this process the threat actor identi-

fies the potential resource, with the right kind of knowledge or access. Recruited insiders act be-

cause a monetary compensation received from the recruiter or for example due to blackmail, 

when the recruiter holds some information about them that could damage their business or rep-

utation (Goldstein, 2020). 

Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) has ongoing project (Carnegie Mellon University, 2017) that is 

concentrating on everything related to insider threats. One of the topics within the research, is 
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sabotage of information technology. As a part of the ongoing research, the CMU is updating a list 

of example cases, where the IT staff of an organization have performed intentional malicious 

acts. This list showcases again, the correlation between privileged access and successful internal 

malicious action. Below some examples of listed cases (Carnegie Mellon University, 2017):  

• An energy company reported over $1 million losses in revenue, after a disgruntled system archi-
tect deleted data and reset the organizations servers utilizing a remote access. Employee also uti-
lized on-site access to disable cooling systems from data center. These activities were performed 
as a revenge after job contract was terminated due to sharing classified material. 

• IT-company spent over 30-days recovering from an insider attack executed by their system ad-
ministrator. It took less than half an hour for the former employee to make the network unusa-
ble. If there were no backups, the organization might not have been able to recover from the at-
tack at all. 

• After receiving a poor performance review, a technical staff employee decided to revenge and 
inserted a malicious code into organizations network causing approximately 90% of the network 
to fail. The attacker utilized privileged on-site access and attack was executed just before major 
holidays, thus delaying the response time for maximum damage. 

• After being asked to resign, an employee of telco company sabotaged the employers IT systems 
by shutting it complete down and blocking for example 911 services in multiple major cities the 
telco company was providing services to. 
 
 

Going through the attacker characteristics of insider threats from CMU’s list, we can see some 

similarities between different attackers (Miller, 2016): 

• Vast majority of the attackers had a technical role, like system administrator, developer, and / or 
a programmer. 

• Majority of the attackers had privileged access either online and/ or on-site to critical assets and 
information. 

• Most frequently attacked systems were the systems the inside attackers were already working 
with in their day-to-day job. 

• Very often, the insider attackers hold grudge towards their employer, due to termination of con-
tracts, poor performance reviews and performed their sabotage as an act of revenge. 

• Most inside activities were planned well in advance. According to research, almost 25% of the 
time, other employees had information about the activities of the insider threat. 
 
 

During 2016 the CMU reviewed over 100 insider attacks that were categorized as sabotage tar-

geting organizations IT systems. The researchers were able to quantify the following statistics il-

lustrated in Figure 5, showing the percentages of different levels of access (Miller, 2016): 
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Figure 5. CMU research statistics (Miller, 2016) 

2.5 Indicators 

Majority of cyber security tools and, more precisely, threat intelligence tools are looking at tech-

nical indicators of compromise for internal threats. The common sources for information are ap-

plications, computers, servers, and network devices. These solutions can also monitor for exam-

ple a privileged and authorized access of a person, but how it defines what is good or potentially 

bad for each specific user. This is the reason for monitoring the behavior of users and assets to 

detect the anomaly and possible indicators of compromise. 

Based on research from NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence (Kont et al., 

2014), often the cause of actions taken of the malicious insider is originating from their personal 

lives, that are often troubled. Personal problems can be due to financial, family or even mental 

health issues. Also, one of the biggest issues arise from work related problems, like demotion, 

poor reviews or un-social behavior that results into personal vendetta and sabotage. Whatever 

the reason is, in many cases the team members or security personnel should be able to detect 
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the physical and technical indicators in time to intervene. Below is listed some of the most com-

mon patterns in the behavior of the malicious insider that were identified in this thesis. This is 

not an all-encompassing list, but rather a starting point for every organization to develop their 

own indicators that suit their environment and business specific needs (Kont et al., 2014): 

• Frequently occurring violations of organizational rules for compliance and data protection. 
• Anti-social or even malicious behavior against co-workers, management, or other employees of 

the organization. 
• Verbal and / or physical conflicts with other employees 
• Personal performance is continuously deteriorating and / or well below average. 
• Misuse of company funds or assets. For example, utilizing company credit cards for personal use 

or reimbursing personal costs through travel and expense claims. 
• Falling behind in personal job-related assignments and overall lack of interest in personal daily 

routines. 
• Increasing interest in other projects that are not part of personal assignments. Especially increase 

in projects that require access to sensitive or classified data. 
• Increasing number of sick leaves or un-explainable absences during the office hours. 

 

Many of these indicators and changes in behavior could also be explained by something that is 

not malicious. But being able to detect and investigate is still a critical capability to protect the 

environment from malicious insiders who hide within the non-malicious personnel. 

To be able to monitor and analyze behavior, the organization needs to gather large quantities of 

data from multiple sources, and they need to gather it for a quite some time to be able to formu-

late a good baseline on how the employees and asset act within the organizational environment 

and this baseline needs to be tuned to acceptable false positive and false negatives ratio. Some 

of the insider threat indicators are technical in nature and require technical solutions to monitor. 

Some indicators are physical and can be observed by for example co-workers, managers, and HR-

employees. These physical indicators are more difficult to monitor, since those require proper 

procedures due to their usually sensitive nature, but also due to the manual effort comparing to 

analyzing log data. Physical indicators that have been identified as similarities between detected 

malicious insiders are the following (Kont et al., 2014): 

• Employee or a resource has been associated with organizations or groups, that support a vision 
or a cause, that is against the values of the employer. 

• Employee or a resource has been involved in activities that creates a potential conflict of interests 
between the employers. 
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• Employee has been detected to be prone to different addictions, like alcohol, drugs, gambling, 
etc. 

• Employees work history is filled with un-explained short-term employments. 
• Criminal record 
• Business relationships with suspicious organizations and personnel or direct association to na-

tions of concern. 
• Concerning professional or social networks. 

 

Nowadays, it is very common to do background checks with various levels of detail for people 

being considered or hired for roles that have privileged access to classified information. This 

background data is extremely valuable and should be part of continuous analysis when trying to 

identify potential malicious insiders. While doing a background check, some indicators might not 

be suspicious at the time, but a change in situation, change in threats towards organization and 

when trying to identify potential risks associated to a new threat actor, some earlier indicators 

for example from a background check can arise. This allows the organization to adjust to the new 

situation and provide time to implement additional countermeasures or detection capabilities to 

counter this new identified threat, but also provide a tool to profile potential insider groups. To 

give a few profiles as an example: employees with large number of short-term employments 

could entail unreliability, personal problems with addictions or monetary issues could be a rea-

son to steal classified information for monetary gain. These indicators can easily be from non-

malicious acts and not automatically meaning that somebody is doing something wrong, but 

again, it is better to detect these and investigate to be false positives, rather than being com-

pletely blind to this type of indicators and threats. 

There should be no difference in security policies for employees, contractors, and business part-

ners alike. Same rules should apply to all, because during this day and age of outsourcing, more 

and more of even critical roles are being transferred outside the corporate borders. This means, 

that organizations system admins can be sitting across the globe in a country that does not fol-

low the same code of conduct (Kont et al., 2014). 

2.6 Attack statistics 

With the current amount of data, the organizations generate, the log management, SIEM, and 

UEBA tools can become extremely expensive and though the importance of information and 
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cyber security has been elevated to a higher level through publicly disclosed breach cases the se-

curity departments are still fighting for funds and resources. If the resources are not available in 

the extent needed, that leaves only one option and that is to prioritize.  

As a starting point, it is good to look at historical data and conducted research. The basics of any 

security function is to understand what the organization is protecting and what are the targets 

commonly associated to insider attacks. Based on research conducted by the CERT National In-

sider Threat Center, which included the study of over 500 cases of categorized affected assets, 

they have created a taxonomy to identify and classify the most common targets of insider at-

tacks. The research also studied the quantities of affected assets per attack, to better under-

stand the nature of the threat. According to the research (Miller, 2020): 

• Over 75% of insiders targeted only a single asset.  
• About 17% of insiders targeted two separate assets. 
• Approximately 5% of insiders targeted three or more assets. 
• Only one of the cases, had the insiders targeting 10 or more assets. 

 

Through the cases studied, the researchers were able to identify the most common targets for 

insider attacks. These numbers include all different types of insider threats mentioned in this 

thesis as well (Miller & Pickering, 2020) which are illustrated in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Affected devices of insider attacks (Miller & Pickering, 2020) 

Though these statistics provide a basic understanding of the potential targets, these numbers 

could vary from organization to another depending on geolocation, industry and or for example 

size. Also, some of the cases could involve attacks towards multiple assets when the attacker has 

conducted lateral movement to achieve their main target. These research statistics can still be 

used to correlate against assets identified in the user’s own organization as the most critical as-

sets to protect and assess whether they are monitoring and protecting the correct things. 

3 User Behavior Analytics (UBA) / User and Entity Behavior 
Analytics (UEBA) 

User Behavior Analytics (UBA) and User and Entity Behavior Analytics (UEBA) are familiar terms 

for most people within the IT-industry, regardless of the business one is working for. These solu-

tions have a wide variety of use cases ranging from, but not limited to (Frankenfield, 2019): 

• E-commerce and retail the use case types evolve around helping to create for example product 
recommendations or predict future sales trends based on consumers' previous orders, clicks, 
downloads etc. Being able to utilize historical data from previous customer behavior can allow 
the organization to adapt and for example scale their e-commerce infrastructure during the peak 
days. This especially applies to cloud infrastructure which is based on rapid scalability. 
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• In online gaming industry it is important to predict trends in usage and preferences for future de-
velopment and offerings. As we have seen lately the gaming companies are moving away from 
“old” standard monthly sub-scription packaged products to use behavioral analytics to monitor 
their gamers and provide targeted specific in-game upsells. 

• Application development businesses utilize this solution to figure out how, when and where peo-
ple use apps that they provide to forecast future trends. As with online gaming analytics, applica-
tion development will utilize this information to provide more targeted user experience by offer-
ing different kinds off upgrades within the app that are based on individual behavioral patterns. 

• For security industry, whether it is a security service provider or internal organization providing 
security, these types of analytics enable them to detect compromised information and/or mali-
cious behavior (intentional or un-intentional) by finding the unusual activity from the normal day 
to day stuff. This allows security teams to track those advanced threat actors or insiders who 
rarely use for example malicious software after gaining a foothold which are potentially detecti-
ble via old fashioned perimeter defense.  
 
 

Also, these solutions are utilized to streamline production and lower costs in low tech industries 

like transportation. Use cases are endless when the requirement is to predict the future based 

on behavioral history and everybody wants to know today what happens tomorrow. 

Like mentioned in this thesis, in security context, which is my area of interest, UBA/UEBA tech-

nology is used for searching and modelling the behavioral patterns of the users to create a base-

line of what could be called normal behavior. This baseline is again used to detect any unusual 

behavior whether those are caused by hackers, insiders or malicious software changing pro-

cesses within the IT-environment. Like perimeter defense, UBA/UEBA won’t prevent or block 

bad things from happening, but it allows the security teams to detect and react to those and 

minimize the potential damage (Green, 2020). After the initial detection, the security teams can 

then apply the human judgment, holistic understanding of the environment and organization to 

provide further analysis whether the detected anomaly was suspicious or not (Amoroso, 2011). 

To be able to understand why user behavior tools were invented and implemented as part of se-

curity operations, we need to consider where the current perimeter and signature-based solu-

tions came short. If we look at the past 10 years and the breaches that have made the headlines, 

those report that almost in all the cases, the target organizations basically gave the keys to the 

front door for the attackers (Verizon Business, 2022). Basic security operations rely on monitor-

ing logs from anti-malware, intrusion detection and firewall solutions and collecting and correlat-

ing the gathered logs in Security Incident and Event Management (SIEM) solutions. This style of 

monitoring is usually able to detect the obvious attacks and unintentional mishaps of users, but 
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not the serious threats or internal threats. Therefore, organizations need to utilize both tradi-

tional and UEBA technologies for better visibility. 

3.1 Technology 

The scale and complexity of the environments that security operations are required to monitor, 

have grown significantly during the past decade. Requirements for cost efficient scalability, re-

mote capabilities etc. have introduced multiple game changing technologies like cloud services 

(IaaS, PaaS, SaaS) and these technologies require new security skill sets. Unfortunately, the de-

mand is higher than what can be delivered now. These services have expanded the perimeter 

outside of the organization’s control and made it difficult to monitor and defend. Now adver-

saries are targeting the weakest links in the chain to gain access to the main target, and those 

weak links usually are the smaller companies providing some specific services as subcontractors. 

Gaining access to these partner environments allows attackers to send, for example, phishing 

emails, SharePoint links with malicious contents from a trusted source, thus bypassing multiple 

different perimeter security technologies (Beardsley et al., 2021). 

As illustrative example, there are breaches that have made the tabloid headlines and are still 

talked about even today. What comes to case Snowden and Wikileaks, a classic insider example 

where a disgruntled employee decides to a revenge on employer or due to personal agenda de-

cides to expose the secrets to public. Nobody really needed to hack anything, since the insider 

had all the access he needed. The Target breach was about bad password policy and failed moni-

toring. Attackers apparently simply guessed the password and were able to remote login to the 

environment. And finally, maybe the biggest blunder, if one looks at it from the national security 

perspective, the USA’s Office of Personnel Management breach, where the attacked was initi-

ated via something as simple as a phishing email. None of these cases had any fancy zero-day 

vulnerabilities being exploited or massive armies of hackers cracking the code. Whether it is an 

insider or outsider, after gaining the foothold, they do not utilize malicious software or tools to 

expand their presence or to access the data they are looking for. They utilize legitimate tools 

such as the IT support does. 
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So, when we look at this insider threat dilemma, it makes no sense to rely solely on legacy pe-

rimeter defense, because it was never meant to solve this challenge, but rather to keep bad out-

siders out of the Intranet. Even nowadays, the bad outsiders can easily bypass these border con-

trols by using simple and cheap measures like massive phishing campaigns and open-source 

intelligence relying on bad password policies and bad administrative security, the foot hold is 

gained, the attackers will appear as any random user from the organization. 

I am not saying that perimeter-oriented security and even the new anomaly-based solutions are 

useless. They do serve a purpose and are still valid today, but for the insider or APT context, they 

are just looking for the unusual activity from the wrong places (Green, 2020). 

3.2 Analytics methods 

How does user behavior analytics work and why it is the primary tool for future security opera-

tions and for tackling the insider threat? First, it is good to understand the difference between 

UBA and UEBA. Though we are talking about similar technologies and the terminology user be-

havior analytics is used to describe both approaches, there are some differences in the technol-

ogy and analysis methods. What UEBA does compared to UBA is, that it extends the analytical 

capabilities also to entities and events, rather than just users. These entities can be devices such 

as endpoints, servers, and routers, resulting in a much improved and more powerful platform 

than the earlier approaches concentrating to just users. These additional capabilities allow more 

advanced analytics and better visibility to for example fraudulent activity. User behavior analyt-

ics used to be a standalone solution, but nowadays it is more often acquirable as an add-on 

module / feature to SIEM or log management tools. Depending on different vendor strategies 

and capabilities obviously. It is a software solution that uses different kinds of algorithms and 

types of AI to analyze machine data ranging from standard log formats to pictures, videos, and 

sounds (Splunk approach presented in Figure 7) to learn what is considered normal interaction 

with people, IT systems and facilities of the organization. 
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Figure 7. Log / event data sources (Splunk Inc, 2022) 

With user and entity behavior analytics solutions utilizing the AI capabilities and collected data 

organizations can baseline what is the normal behavior and react and investigate when an anom-

aly occurs. As mentioned earlier, the insider or the Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) with foot-

hold in the environment, usually appear as any other normal user. Though malicious threat ac-

tors use the same tools, but usually to carry out what they want to do, they need to do it hidden, 
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meaning odd hours and odd locations. Especially with APT’s, they need to do their actions re-

motely. This is something that the user and entity behavior monitoring can detect. Something 

out of ordinary is happening:  

• Why is Petri logging in from an IP from Russia?  
• Why is Petri logged in at Helsinki office IP-range, while the physical access tells us that he just 

walked in at Tampere office?  
• Why is Petri accessing this data base and downloading data to USB, even though his role does not 

require access to this data? 
 
 

User and entity behavior analytics software can detect these anomalies via individual behavior 

baseline or role-based baseline. These baselines are either learned by utilizing unsupervised ma-

chine learning where the solution just follows each user id or asset tags to create a behavioral 

model through a long period of time, or the baseline is based on predefined role-based models 

where the user id or asset tag is just “glued” to the role they are expected to follow. Both ap-

proaches have their advantages and disadvantages, but nevertheless, both take time to achieve 

a good false positive and false negative ratio (Legg et al., 2017). 

User behavior analytics tools are providing a different approach to anomaly detection and rely-

ing on a range of analytical approaches. These are usually a combination of basic analytics meth-

ods and advanced analytics. Basic analytics means simple statistics, signatures, and pattern 

matching. Advanced analytics are relying in AI capabilities, and this allows the tool to learn and 

adapt faster to changes and doesn´t require a similar level of human intervention. The changes 

are seen as anomalies from usual behavior, whether it’s based on learning from individual be-

havior over time or from predefined role-based baselines. These analytics tools analyze multiple 

different aspects and log sources to evaluate activity of entities and users. These log sources can 

be for example hosts, login information from networks and applications, network traffic and 

data storages and this information is used to detect potential incidents that are planned or exe-

cuted by insiders or out-side attackers that cannot be detected by traditional methods. This is 

the optimal situation, though it requires a lot of work to get there (Reciprocity, 2021). 
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4 Detecting insider threats 

Like the normal SIEM solutions, the UBA/UEBA solutions provide customizable dashboard views 

for security teams to improved situational awareness as illustrated in a figure 8. For this to work 

efficiently, organizations need to monitor relevant log sources, have correct policies in place 

within the organization, have resources and personnel with a holistic understanding of the IT-

environment and what is acceptable and what is not. Implementing a UBA/UEBA solution takes 

time and effort and especially in the beginning it is very prone to produce false positive and false 

negative alerts in massive quantities. Security professionals need to prepare to spend a lot of 

time tuning the solution to meet the requirements and the baseline behavior of the organiza-

tion’s personnel and assets. There are multiple reasons for false positive and false negative de-

tection when it comes to behavior analytics. As one might expect, the behavior of people and/or 

assets will change over time, so the organization need to prepare to continuously modify the set 

up as time goes. People change roles, change in the number of employees or a peak season in 

business can change the amount or schedule of traffic (Micro Focus, n.d.). 

Most of the UBA/UEBA tools provide a certain set of off-the-shelf use cases and I will be review-

ing few examples from Splunk UBA/UEBA later in the following sections. This basic set of use 

cases will provide a good starting point for almost any organization and from there, organiza-

tions can develop their own thresholds or group or role-based baselines. As mentioned earlier, 

the user behavior baseline is individual to different organizations and there are no one size fits 

all solutions.  

Technology is one thing, but the organization needs to know what they are monitoring, why they 

are monitoring it, what is the organizational policy about what is allowed and what is not. There 

are limitations in multiple countries regarding what information and data one can gather. To 

have the concrete building blocks for effective insider threat detection capability, one needs to 

have an organization wide policy. Security professionals need to understand their IT environ-

ment and tune the system to meet the needs of the organization from technical, but also from 

policy point of view (Wall, 2012).  
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Figure 8. UEBA Dashboard (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 

UBA/UEBA tools can utilize the manual and analogic knowledge of the organization which is not 

generated by machines. Like described in section 2.4 of this thesis, the indicators could be driven 

from for example background checks, interview notes, whatever HR related information the or-

ganization is allowed to gather, and store based on local legislation. This information, though 

manually inputted to HR systems, can then be utilized for a security perspective, to create 

watchlists or other custom alerts, like shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. UEBA watchlist (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 

This information from HR systems can also be utilized, to provide additional context. An em-

ployee might have had some difficult circumstances earlier in life, that has risen to attention dur-

ing interviews. This does not mean, that he or she is automatically bad, because we all do make 
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mistakes during our time here, but this can be something that needs to be taken in considera-

tion, while giving privileged access or participation to sensitive and classified projects. This infor-

mation regarding the employee’s background will also enrichen the potential indication of de-

tected malicious insider activity. An alert, that might be lower in severity score for other user, 

could be raised to higher level due to something in the recorded background information of 

some other user. Figure 10 showcases, the examples of imported HR data in Splunk UEBA. The 

scale and depth of the HR data is obviously dependent on the HR system and the ability for 

providing the relevant information. In this Figure 10 example, we can see the users ID infor-

mation, groups the user belongs to and peer´s. 

 

Figure 10. Account information from HR data (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 

4.1 Background, physical and digital indicators 

In this section, we look and compare different background, physical and digital insider threat in-

dicators which have been, according to research from NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre 

of Excellence (Kont et al., 2014), highly repetitive and associated in detected incidents to differ-

ent threat types of malicious insider’s describer earlier in this thesis. This combined Table 1 gath-

ered from NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence (Kont et al., 2014) research is 

not meant to be all inclusive, but rather to give a high-level of understanding of what types of 
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indicators have been usually associated with different types of insider threats. It is easy to con-

clude, that majority of the indicators can be applicable to threat types with different levels of as-

sociation and likelihood, but it does not make them irrelevant or useless, but rather showcases 

the complexity of detecting the insider threat from different layers of indicators.  

Background indica-

tors 

Physical indicators Digital indicators Associated threat 

types 

Employees work his-

tory is filled with un-

explained short-

term employments 

Unwillingness to follow 

organizations policies 

and procedures  

Continuously trying to 

find shortcuts or by-

passing chain of com-

mand 

 

Utilizing unauthor-

ized offensive tools 

Modification or de-

struction of stored 

log data or files 

Continuous anti-mal-

ware alerts 

Sabotage 

Workplace violence 

Proven history of ei-

ther emotional of 

mental disorder 

 

Anti-social and or ag-

gressive behavior to-

wards co-workers 

Poor social skills 

Increasing number of 

sick leaves or un-ex-

plainable absences 

during the office hours 

Connections from or-

ganizations work-

stations initiated out-

side of normal office 

hours 

Accessing organiza-

tions network, assets, 

or applications out-

side of normal office 

hours 

Sabotage 

Workplace violence 
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Employee or a re-

source has been as-

sociated with organ-

izations or groups, 

that support a vi-

sion or a cause, that 

is against the values 

of the employer 

Concerning state-

ments, jokes, or brag-

ging 

Access attempts to 

physical location, digi-

tal assets, or infor-

mation that is not as-

sociated with his/her 

role 

Downloading un-au-

thorized software or 

execution of black-

listed or malicious 

programs  

Access attempts to 

restricted digital as-

sets of information 

without permit 

Attempted escalation 

of privileges 

Attempts to bypass 

organizational secu-

rity procedures and 

technology (for ex-

ample disabling anti-

malware etc.) 

Sabotage 

Espionage 

Criminal record Continuous unex-

plained use of tools to 

create copies of classi-

fied information (for 

example copy ma-

chine, camera, etc.)  

Use of unauthorized 

and/or blacklisted 

files and tools such as 

offensive hacker 

tools 

Connecting unau-

thorized devices to 

Theft 

Espionage 

Fraud 
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organizational net-

works and/or work-

stations 

Financial problems Increasing interest in 

other projects that are 

not part of personal 

assignments. Especially 

in-crease in projects 

that require access to 

sensitive or classified 

data. 

Sending emails with 

usually large amount 

of attachments / data 

outside of organiza-

tional networks 

Attempts to copy and 

or print documents 

that contain confi-

dential information 

Theft 

Espionage 

Fraud 

Employee has been 

detected to be 

prone to different 

addictions, like alco-

hol, drugs, gambling, 

etc. 

Excessive overtime 

work 

Unexpected and unex-

plained absences 

Continuous and un-

explained corre-

spondence with com-

petitors 

Theft 

Fraud 

Workplace violence 

Employee or a re-

source has been in-

volved in activities 

that creates a poten-

tial conflict of inter-

ests between em-

ployers. 

Access attempts to lo-

cation not associated 

with his/her role 

Change in behavior 

and or presence in for 

example social media  

Use of personal soft-

ware on organiza-

tional assets to hide 

activity. For example, 

VPN solutions or Tor 

Unexplained logging 

in to a on-premises 

workstation or asset 

Theft 

Fraud 

Espionage 

Fraud 
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outside of official of-

fice hours 

Modification of log 

data 

Connecting unau-

thorized and or uni-

dentified devices into 

organization assets or 

networks. Such as 

USB, CD-ROM etc. 

Table 1. Background, physical and digital indicators associated to different threat types (Kont et 

al., 2014; Proofpoint US, 2021) 

4.2 Use cases and log sources 

This chapter reviews the different use cases, required log sources, and examples that are based 

on the Splunk UBA/UEBA tool. I utilized this tool as the source for examples, since my familiarity 

with other products from this company, mainly Security Incident Event Management (SIEM) and 

Log Management solutions. Splunk UBA/UEBA tool is a separate solution, which utilizes the 

Splunk Enterprise or Splunk Cloud as the platform where it collects the configured and required 

data for behavioral analysis. Splunk Inc. allowed me to utilize their UBA/UEBA demo environ-

ment, to capture relevant examples to cover six different use cases and required data sources, 

which I have listed below. Each use case provides a description of the expected activity / behav-

ior and what are the log sources relevant to detect such activity. Without the Splunk demo envi-

ronment the examples would have been almost impossible to capture and visualize, since the 

UBA/UEBA tools require large quantities of data, and some use cases require specific log sources 

which are not that easy to build in a personal test environment.  

To avoid creating an exhausting list, I wanted to look further into few examples, that I found in-

teresting and with the best return of investment, because these are applicable to both internal 
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and external threats and for a security organization that very commonly has limited resources, 

the organization need to be able to multitask and use their resources intelligently. 

4.2.1 Account Misuse 

Account misuse is a complex use case and contains types of acts that can be accidental or delib-

erate. These similar behavioral patterns can be detected with internal and external threats when 

the threat actor has access to resources or for example superuser accounts. When dealing with 

intentional privileged account misuse that is based on either insider utilizing his/hers access to 

data or outside threat that has penetrated the perimeter security, the threat actors usually uti-

lize similar tactics to achieve their target and avoid detection. These tactics include using service 

accounts to do VPN logins, accessing highly confidential information, and then deleting audit logs 

from systems they have accessed. These privileged access rights can also be used for destructive 

behavior from a disgruntled employee or a contractor that is deleting valuable assets and / or 

information for personal revenge (Fimin, M. 2018). 

The key thing is to monitor authentication and access, who is doing it, where it is happening, 

what time, which location and what are the actions taken. To be able to monitor this organiza-

tion need to have sufficient visibility to the IT environment. Required log sources for authentica-

tion and access monitoring could be authentication logs from different applications and systems, 

file integrity monitoring solution, physical access data (badge), cloud data, email, endpoint, ex-

ternal alarm, VPN and Active Directory (Windows Security Events).  This is where the UEBA learn-

ing capabilities come in. Different types of use case for authentication in Splunk UEBA tool are 

shown below in Figure 11: 
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Figure 11. Authentication data views (Splunk UBA/UEBA, screen capture) 

Suspicious account activity can present itself in many forms. It can be something as simple as 

logging in to weird places, during odd hours, accessing data that is not required in the specific 

job, adding new access permits to users own id which should not be required or admin accounts 

with a short lifespan. There is always potential that these detections can be non-malicious and 

are caused by change of role or a location, but still worthwhile checking and can be easily veri-

fied. But at the end of the day, whoever is stealing or trying to steal the data, the bottom line is 

that the attacker needs the access. To get to the classified information, usually the person needs 

to have or attain higher privileges and if the user wants to continue malicious activities in the fu-

ture, the user needs to keep his/her activities hidden, and the user need to be able to hide his or 

her tracks. Below in Figures 12 and 13 are few examples of Splunk UBA/UEBA commercial of the 

shelf technology (COTS) use cases. 

 

Figure 12. Account misuse example 1 (Splunk UBA/UEBA, screen capture) 
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Figure 13. Account misuse example 2 (Splunk UBA/UEBA, screen capture) 

In Figure 12 and 13 we can see different kinds of detected anomalies ranging from interactive 

logins form service accounts, accounts with short lifespan, and users performing security sensi-

tive operations on himself/herself like audit log and backup clearance.  UBA/UEBA tools give a 

threat score for each event, but also correlates these different events together if there is a com-

mon nominator, like a user id, IP address (destination/source), or an asset name. Like in these 

examples the actions of the user are outside the learned baseline or outside the agreed role and 

have created alerts in the console. Having multiple alerts from the same user increases the risk 

score, thus creating a more urgent need to investigate further. 

 

Figure 14. Suspicious data access (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 

After the threat actor has gained required information successfully, they need to hide their 

tracks to keep their identity hidden and to be able to continue utilizing the gained foothold. In 

this Figure 14 we can see the UBA/UEBA tracking a user deleting multiple files from different di-

rectories including backups. This could indicate hiding the malicious activities performed or it 
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could also be an insider with a different motivation than stealing data. One of the potential 

threat types and motivations for an insider is sabotage from a disgruntled employee. 

4.2.2 Compromised User Account 

Compromised user account means that someone other than the legitimate owner of the account 

is either attempting or is using those credentials. Both insider and outsider threat actors, try to 

hide their malicious acts and point of ingress. In the case of insider threat, the perpetrator could 

be hiding his/her identity, by committing malicious acts via for example co-worker’s user ac-

count. Also, this type of user account compromise can be a part of gaining a higher privileged ac-

cess for the insider, instead of trying to get the access privileges to his/her own account.  

For outside threat actors, for example hackers and criminal organizations. The easiest and most 

common way to gain access to organization’s network is to steal credentials. Most common 

methods are via different forms of social engineering like phishing, whaling, etc., where the user 

is tricked to provide those credentials willingly. Utilizing these stolen credentials allows the at-

tacker to bypass majority of the basic security controls and stay hidden for quite some time 

(Ekran, 2019). With Insiders, one of the key dilemmas is co-workers sharing credentials, weak 

password policies, and still the negligent behavior of using post-it notes under keyboards, which 

is still too familiar even now in 2022. 

To detect this type of activity, we need to look at what are the potential anomalies in the behav-

ior of the user account. UBA/UEBA monitors and identifies what is the expected behavior of the 

user or application and compares that to detected changes and raises notable events and alerts. 

These anomalies in behavior can be time and or locations based, but this use case can also de-

tect shared account abuse when same account are utilized in multiple assets and multiple com-

bination of previously mentioned. Other examples of unusual activity could be Active Directory 

(AD) related actions on self or changes on terminated users. AD (dataflows presented in Figure 

15) and authentication logs play a key role in this use case, but additional value add log sources 

are VPN, endpoint, badge access, and cloud data. 
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Figure 15. AD data views (Splunk UBA/UEBA, screen capture) 

There are multiple potential indicators that could imply that the user account has been compro-

mised. In the example illustrated in Figure 16, we can see different indicators that are familiar to 

different phases of an attack. Initial detection, called land speed violation, comes from unusual 

login activity from Bill Lundquist’s account, which indicates that the account has been accessed 

from multiple geographical locations simultaneously within a short period of time (which we will 

cover more in detail in the next example), other detected strong indicator is machine generated 

traffic (beacon) which is common command and control behavior, where the compromised ac-

count is trying to connect to outside source. In this example the beacon is connecting to similar 

external IP range as the detected unusual login came from. There is an alert for lateral move-

ment where the compromised account is scanning additional resources to gain further access, 

but also to exfiltrate stolen data. This type of activity would apply also to insider threat attempt-

ing to commit fraud or to steal (espionage) confidential information, who is looking to hide 

his/her identity, if the exfiltration would be detected, since that is detectable even with basic se-

curity monitoring tools. 
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Figure 16. Data exfiltration by compromised account (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 

Previously mentioned land speed violation (Splunk terminology) is a common use case and can 

be found from Microsoft O365 tools, where the detection is based on anomaly in geography. 

Though organizations need to keep in mind, that some of these solution specific tools are com-

monly limited to be used only within the solution itself and cannot import and utilize data from 

other log sources unlike Splunk UBA/UEBA. Figure 17 illustrates the geographical impossibility 

for a user to login within two locations separated by thousands of kilometers and with two dif-

ferent assets and IP addresses. This could be explained by use of personal VPN that are common 

nowadays, but more often these are forbidden in the corporate assets by policy and rules, so de-

tecting a use of personal VPN, could be an indicator or insider threat trying bypass data loss pre-

vention or perimeter security mechanisms. This similar use case could be applied within the con-

fines of an office when user account is being utilized within multiple different assets 

simultaneously. 
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Figure 17. Land speed violation (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 

4.2.3 Compromised and Infected Machine 

In the previous chapter we covered the compromised account, which is a different scenario to 

compromised machine. One talks about user accounts, which are often not tied into a specific 

machine. Compromised machine on the other hand means that the machine itself is compro-

mised and it does not really matter who is logged into it. Also, there is a difference on what 

means compromised vs. infected and it makes sense to clarify that as well. When for example a 

computer is running malicious software such as a virus, the machine is considered as infected 

and infected machines can still usually be cleaned. When someone outside the organization has 

some sort of remote control of the asset the asset is considered compromised. Compromised 

machines cannot be cleaned, because the organization does not know what changes has been 

made to the machine after the initial access, because the initial compromise could have hap-

pened a long time ago, thus making it difficult to investigate. This undetected compromise is also 
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the reason why it is critical to monitor traffic to potentially detect call home traffic. A malicious 

insider could utilize these tactics to steal classified information from the organization as part of 

personal agenda, for example compromising an asset that he/she has access, thus allowing a 

backdoor or a remote access for later use. Or a disgruntled employee´s personal revenge to cre-

ate a logic bomb, that executes on a specific date after the insider has left the organization and 

infect assets with destructive malware. Also, this type of machine compromise can be utilized to 

exfiltrate data to a predefined destination by an insider that has knowledge about technical se-

curity controls, meaning he/she knows what could be detected. We cannot exclude espionage, 

when a recruited insider is given a task to Install malicious software and allow an external entity 

to take control and gain access to the environment. 

SIEM tools can monitor and create alerts when they detect potential call home traffic, but these 

detections are based on signature created on threat intelligence of malicious indicators from 

past. What UEBA does, it identifies potentially infected and or compromised assets from the 

change in behavior and nobody needs to be logged in to the systems. For UEBA, it does not mat-

ter what the initial infection mechanisms were, but it can detect the changes in communication 

patterns of assets.  

 

Valuable log sources to detect potentially infected and or compromised assets are DNS, firewalls, 

network-based IDS/IPS, DLP and AD logs (Windows security events). Figure 18 showcases the 

basic models and anomaly types for DNS data, which is one of the key log sources for this use 

case. 
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Figure 18. DNS data views (Splunk UBA/UEBA, screen capture) 

In the example pictured in Figure 19, we can see two different indicators being detected from 

the host illustrated in the anomalies section. One can also notice that the criticality changes due 

to different activities, but one can also see that the user, asset, applications, and or the source 

and destination addresses are not considered malicious or have a history of being associated 

with malicious activity. This alert originates from the change in the behavior of the asset or the 

user. This asset is creating a Secure Shell (SSH) connection outside the organization’s network 

and this type of behavior is associated with potential malicious behavior. SSH protocol has been 

detected in the past breaches of being used to create proxies to bypass other security controls. 

This also creates a problem from logging and monitoring perspective since one is not able to 

scan and investigate the outbound traffic and this allows a way for a malicious insider to exfil-

trate confidential data via compromised asset. 

The second anomaly came from PowerShell usage. This tool is used by admins almost every-

where and due to this reason, it is not considered malicious. This tool is not for the average user, 

and this is the reason why this detection could have been alerted upon together with the suspi-

cious SSH connections. Attackers utilize PowerShell for multiple different reasons and one of the 

reasons is that it is considered legitimate, thus it is not stopped or alerted upon even when it is 

detected by basic endpoint defenses. It also can download and execute content from another 

system and provides privileged access to Windows systems. The PowerShell has been used or 

built on for several offensive tools like Metasploit. (Chettiar, 2019) 

 

Figure 19. Compromised machine (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 
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The second example in Figure 20 is also potential malicious network connection. In this example 

we can see an asset creating out of the ordinary traffic via port reserved for NTP traffic. This alert 

is created because the packets size and interactive nature of the traffic is not normal for the 

well-defined model NTP is known for. This type of unusual behavior could indicate that the asset 

has been compromised and being used for data exfiltration or other types of potentially mali-

cious covert communication by an inside or outside threat. 

 

Figure 20. Suspicious network traffic (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 

4.2.4 Data Exfiltration 

When a trusted insider or an outside entity is transferring or copying confidential information 

from organizations computer, cloud instance, or a server without an approval or authorization is 

called data exfiltration. Ultimately, this is the end goal and challenge for an attacker when the 

target is to steal data. How will the attacker get the data out without being detected? According 

to Proofpoint (2021) research, the malicious and non-malicious insiders are among the top rea-

sons for unauthorized data exfiltrations. Though the non-malicious are usually not intentional 

and done in a purpose of causing harm to the organization, it is important to understand the im-

portance to be able to detect this behavior, because those unintentional non-malicious acts can 

cause substantial and potentially unrecoverable harm both financially and reputationally just like 

the malicious and intentional ones.   
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Data is moving fast toward cloud, but this has not removed the old-school methods and threats 

associated with USB or other external drives. Also, the cloud service advancements and availabil-

ity of personal massive online storage has opened a new means to transfer data outside the se-

curity of organizational borders. There are so many different services and service providers, so it 

is difficult to block all of them at the perimeter and it is usually impossible since these same ser-

vices and service providers might be used by the organization itself. 

In the following examples, we will look at a few scenarios for data exfiltration such as unknown 

devices, excessive printing, and excessive network transmissions. These detection mechanisms 

can be driven by behavioral change from the baseline or for example the sheer volume or trans-

mission, or a combination of multiple smaller potentially suspicious indicators in users’ or enti-

ties’ behavior. One of the key log sources to detect potential data exfiltration is a data loss pre-

vention solution, more commonly known as DLP. DLP can be a powerful tool, but due to certain 

regional legislative reasons, the implementation can be difficult, limited in scope or even prohib-

ited. Also In real life, they are difficult to set up and maintain and they take a lot of resources 

from endpoints. Figure 21 shows different models for DLP based detections. Other good log 

sources for data exfiltration detection are for example endpoint, email, printer, firewall, IDS/IPS, 

cloud data and VPN (Proofpoint US, 2021). 

 

Figure 21. DLP data views (Splunk UBA/UEBA, screen capture) 

In the first example illustrated in Figure 22, we can see that the UEBA tool has identified low se-

verity level indicators for potential data exfiltration from multiple sources and combining the in-

formation to create an alert for further investigation. The user Bruce Yeager, his account has 

been identified to have been associated to unusual behavior outside of normal baseline, which 

includes multiple detections from network, endpoint, and database (cloud and or on-premises) 
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log sources. Additionally, the user has been identified in human resources information of being a 

flight risk, which basically means, that he has been either identified to be searching for a new 

employment opportunity or he has openly communicated this to co-workers, who then have no-

tified management and HR. This type of HR data can be then retrieved by UEBA solutions to be 

added into the threat profile of the user. There are multiple cases that one can find online 

(Hoad, R., Neil, J., 2013), describing an employee leaving the organization taking confidential in-

formation with him/her, to benefit from those if transitioning to work for a competitor or just to 

cause harm if the contract was terminated. Like the case of utilizing DLP solutions, this type of 

activity of using HR information can be limited by regional legislation, so one needs to verify if 

the organization is able to execute this type of activity in monitoring. 

 

Figure 22. Data Exfiltration by suspicious user or device (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 

Example two in Figure 23, is describing examples of detected unusual USB activities. Depending 

on the organizational policy, this can be a really good use case, especially if the organization do 

not have strict policies limiting the use of USB´s and other external memory devices. Even 

though the data has been transitioned more and more into the cloud, the old-school USB’s are a 

still relevant threat and it is unrealistic to try to ban all use of these devices. In UEBA use cases, 

one can detect again the unusual behavior, before unseen device are connected, using these de-

vices more than before, or starting to use these devices for the first time even though this type 

of activity is not required in the specific role of the user. 
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Figure 23. Unusual USB activity (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 

Printers still exist, though diminishing in numbers and heavily moving towards centralized net-

work solutions. This course of development allows better monitoring and control for security 

personnel as well. Nowadays, it seems much simpler and user friendly for the insider to transfer 

data either to an external drive or even to an external online instance. There is a problem 

though, since the networks and endpoints are monitored better, so it still makes sense to try to 

exfiltrate confidential information via printed papers. In the example in figure 24, the detection 

originates from the change in the user’s behavioral baseline. Based on the behavioral baseline 

gathered by the UEBA, the user Peter Venkman has never really used the printers and now sud-

denly there is a massive volume of documents being printed. There is the potential, that this is 

Peter just accidentally printing a few dozen copies instead of one or he was asked to do this, but 

still there is always a potential for malicious action and therefore it requires further investiga-

tion, made possible by this behavior-based detection. 

 

Figure 24. Exessive data printed (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 

Like mentioned earlier, the cloud service advancements and availability of personal massive 

online storages has opened a new means to transfer data outside the security of organizational 

borders. There are so many services and service providers, so it is difficult to block all of them at 

the perimeter, so the organization needs to be able to detect this. In Figure 25 we look at two 

alerts from two different users. These alerts are triggered due to the change in users baseline 

behavior. Both users are detected to exceed their average data transfer amount by large margin. 

These alerts could have also been triggered if the destination would have been unusual for their 

role or behavioral baseline or that these data transfers would have happened during unusual 

hours. 
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Figure 25. Exessive data transmission (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 

4.2.5 Lateral Movement 

It does not really make difference on what is the motive behind the actions, but for an attacker, 

whether it is an insider or outsider, the goal is to get access to classified and valuable data. Based 

on security by design, the more critical and valuable the data is, more complex and tighter the 

security is around it and that makes perfect sense. Unfortunately, this is not the case in real life 

and security is usually just added on to a ready solution making it less effective. 

For an insider, the difficulty of the task is depending on what level of access the user has, and 

does the user know who has the access which is desired. The most critical information and data 

usually requires privileged access, and this is not and should not be given precariously. So, if the 

insider does not have the access, he/she needs to obtain it. This can be achieved via legitimate 

access requests, and if the organization does not have a strict policy or the approving authority is 

not paying attention, the access can be obtained easy and without triggering any alarms from 

basic detection mechanisms. 

If the insider does not have the privileged access to the desired information and or data, then 

he/she will utilize techniques usually referred to as lateral movement. This is where the mali-

cious insider will try to move through the network, assets, and accounts, to find the target and 

or acquire the access. If the insider is not familiar with the environment, then this is achieved by 

executing scans to identify resources he/she can further use to expand access and additionally 

compromise or utilize other assets or credentials. Log sources to detect this type of anomaly 

types are network solutions like Firewall, IDS/IPS, which are illustrated in Figure 26 and active 

directory (Windows security events). 
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Figure 26. Network data views (Splunk UBA/UEBA, screen capture) 

If the malicious insider does not have a good understanding of the environment, he/she needs to 

achieve this to be able to find the route to the desired asset or data. Basic scanning tools are 

easily available and are easy to use even with average IT skills, but if the organization has even 

basic security monitoring in place, this type of basic scanning should be detected when the aver-

age user scans the whole network from his/her workstation. If the scanning is done in a more 

covert way and the malicious insider has executed limited and long running scans to targets like 

hosts or applications, he/she is interested, then those can easily be bypassed by the standard 

monitoring tools. This requires UEBA capabilities to look at the change in behavior baseline, as 

illustrated in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27. Unusual scanning activity (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 

In this example pictured in Figure 28, the UEBA is using active directory logs to detect a potential 

malicious insider performing a security sensitive operation on his/her account. The user db-

backup has been detected for adding his/her account to a global security enabled group. Also, 

this alert could have been raised because of the early hours of the action. Detection was made 

before 7 a.m., which could easily be out of the ordinary behavior of this user. This type of activity 

could entail, that the user is trying to achieve a privileged access via bypassing the organizational 

procedures or somebody has compromised this specific account and trying to use it as a step-

pingstone towards desired information and simultaneously hiding his/her tracs of the potentially 

malicious act.  

 

Figure 28. Malicious AD activity (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 
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Lateral movement can also happen in the physical world. If the malicious insider does not have 

the tools or required IT skills to perform this activity in the network, it can be easier to just ac-

cess the computer of somebody else who has the sensitive data he/she is looking for. Central 

storages and network drives have existed for ages and the implementation of cloud have made 

shared drives even more convenient and easy to access form wherever the user is. Still, multiple 

organizations struggle with the fact that users are still saving information on their desktops and 

computer hard drives. This brings problems from the backup perspective, but also it is more diffi-

cult to monitor if the data is present and accounted for and if the data is compromised in any 

way. If the data is stored in a way that another user can access it with his/her credentials, it 

would be difficult to detect without DLP solutions. UEBA provides an alternative approach to 

this, by monitoring the relationship of users and assets such as workstations, external memories 

USBs and printers, assets we use on daily basis. When something changes in the behavior base-

line, the UEBA tool raises an alert. As seen in the Figure 29, where the user Ed Jones is accessing 

a device that is not usually associated with his account. Another indicator raising the severity of 

the detection is the fact that the device that was accessed is a domain controller which is usually 

categorized as a sensitive asset. Adding HR and or role-based information to this alert could pro-

vide additional information of Ed Jones, for example Ed being a cafeteria worker, thus having 

zero requirement of accessing organizations domain controllers. 

 

Figure 29. Unusual machine access (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 
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4.2.6 Suspicious Behavior / Unknown Threats 

Suspicious behavior and unknown threats are at least for me the most interesting and most com-

plex use case. These use cases require massive amount of log sources and manually inputted 

data, thus making it difficult and potentially costly, but from my security professional point of 

view, maybe the most valuable for detecting insider threats. Especially detecting the skilled ones 

that either already have the access or know where to get it and have a plan how to execute their 

actions.  

As presented earlier in this thesis, there is more to identifying and detecting a potential insider 

threat then just monitoring logs from different sources. Successful Insider threat detection pro-

gram and or operations are a combination of technical surveillance based on different types of 

logs, but also a key component is the human factor. This human factor is compromised from 

background checks, continuously updated HR information and, not forgetting the employees, 

who are the eyes and ears in the organization. They are often situated in a way that they can de-

tect a concerning change in a co-worker’s behavior, personal life etc. and should be encouraged 

to report these findings forward to management or HR personnel. Not to penalize but to allow 

organization to either understand the context of the behavior or to intervene earlier and provide 

required support, if the issues are health, financial, family etc. related, before those escalate to a 

level, where this individual can become a liability and an insider threat to the organization (CISA, 

2020).  

The term unknown threat in cyber domain is often associated with zero-day vulnerabilities, but 

in insider threat context it can be described as a phenomenon for which there are no pre-de-

fined clear indicators to which one could counter with signatures and correlation to be able to 

identify this potentially malicious scenario. In the following examples, we will look at different 

types of detected anomalies from various source domains. In the cyber world, we do not often 

monitor indicators from the physical world, information such as badge access or smart locks. In 

Figure 30 one can see the potential what monitoring of badge access could bring to insider 

threat monitoring capabilities. This is still a valid use case, since though we are moving more and 

more towards a digital society, there is still plenty of data in paper format that requires protec-

tion, but also, there are digital assets in high security environments that are not connected to 

networks, so getting access to those would require physical presence. 
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Figure 30. Badge access data views (Splunk UBA/UEBA, screen capture) 

Gathering user information and especially information that is categorized within privacy is a 

touchy and heavily regulated topic in multiple regions. This requires great attention to detail and 

due diligence to be compliant with the regulations and laws. Gathering user information for in-

sider threat management can still be achieved and used for preventative actions. When utilizing 

UEBA solutions we can combine multiple sources of information as pictured in Figure 31, to pro-

vide situational awareness for internal security personnel. This figure shows that with a single 

dashboard one can get a view on the status regarding potential internal threats whether those 

are users or entities. Dashboards are very similar to SIEM tool dashboards providing an overview 

of information security related events to security operation center analysts. In this example, the 

UEBA dashboard is combining information sources from HR to technical logs to provide a risk 

score for each individual. 

 

Figure 31. User dashboard with risk score (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 
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From the dashboard view, we can proceed to deeper analysis with the chosen target. In this ex-

ample in Figure 32, the user Bryan Wilson is showing a high percentile in detected anomalies to 

be suspected of insider threat activity. This is where the security resources can utilize HR data, 

like background information from security interviews, checks or information provided by co-

workers. If this specific user is recorded as being discontent, carrying a grudge and looking to 

leave the organization, but also the technical indicators are correlating with these human based 

indicators, then the likelihood of accurate detection is higher. In this specific example, we can 

see from the detected behavior, that the risk score for this user is coming from multiple different 

types of anomalies. There are several sources and destinations for large outbound data trans-

fers, several login attempts and denied access to assets and or applications. This type of activity 

could be associated to committing a fraud or stealing confidential information, since these types 

of indicators are typically detected for user trying to gain privileged access and exfiltration of 

data. There is also detection for visiting job sites which could be an indicator for an employee at 

flight risk, but this type of monitoring will most likely be against privacy legislation in multiple re-

gions, so the organization need to be aware of these limitations.  
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Figure 32. User facts and summary (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 

As mentioned earlier, nowadays in this heavily networked and digital environment, we do not 

often monitor indicators from the physical world within the cyber security operation centers and 

SIEM tools. Information such as badge access or smart locks which are a commonly used de facto 

standards of the physical security. Figure 33 provides a good example of what kind of additional 

value could monitoring of badge access or smart locks provides yet as another input for detect-

ing potential malicious insider threats. This is still a valid use case, since though we are moving 

more and more towards digital society, there is still plenty of data in paper format that requires 

protection, but also, there are digital assets in high security environments that are not con-

nected to networks, so getting access to those would require physical presence. In this example 

we can see that UEBA has detected a change in the behavior of user Louis Manger. There are dif-

ferent types of detected anomalies or changes from the behavioral baseline, such as trying to ac-

cess facilities to which the user does not have authorization, unusual times of access and trying 

to utilize a disabled badge. All these activities could be associated to insider activity where the 

individual is trying to achieve access to secure premises and protected assets and information 

that is not reachable via online methods. 
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Figure 33. Suspicious badge activity (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 

In high security environments, though they are usually separated from their own closed net-

works, those still need to be maintained and especially monitored. Otherwise, the organization 

will end up with outdated and unsecure environment. These lifecycle management and security 

monitoring capabilities can still be achieved in a secure fashion, though the network might not 

be accessible from outside. As an example, for monitoring, the log data can be gathered to a 

centralized storage within the closed network and then forwarded via data diode to SIEM and 

UEBA solutions within other organizational networks. These one-directional diode solutions have 

optical hardware separation and content inspection which allows a secure separation between 

different networks of equal level or different security levels. 

These high security environments are often the crown jewel of the organization, thus requiring 

non-stop monitoring. We continue from the previous examples, where the malicious insider 

threat was detected trying to elevate his access and trying to achieve access to secure premises 

and protected assets and information. In detection presented in Figure 34, the user Monica 

Smith has either had or has achieved an elevated access to secure premises, but now has been 

detected trying to login and use a machine she is not authorized.  
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Figure 34. Unauthorized login (Splunk UBA/UEBA screen capture) 

Looking at all these different layers of detection for unknown threats and suspicious behavior, 

ranging from background information to physical and technical indicators, one can see the 

strength and depth of behavioral analysis of the UEBA tools, but also gives a high-level under-

standing of the complexity and difficulty of detecting a trained professional utilizing tradecraft to 

avoid being detected. 

4.3 Prioritization 

If the resources are not available in the extent needed, that leaves only one option and that is to 

prioritize. Not all log and or indicator sources are created equal. Some of them provide more 

value than others. In this section I will try to summarize the value of different information 

sources based on research data covered in chapter 2.6 of this thesis, but also through quantify-

ing the log source information from the use cases of the Splunk UBA/UEBA tool. Of course, this is 

not an absolute truth or the best way for every organization. Every organization is different, dif-

ferent level of maturity in security policies and with different risk appetite, so the organization 

needs to evaluate where they are with maturity etc. and through holistic understanding of the IT 

environment and naturally the tools that they will be using for user and entity behavior analytics. 

UEBA tools will have some similarities, but all vendors and manufacturers have their own ap-

proach and technology, so this is also something that the organization needs to take in consider-

ation. 
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The statistics in section 2.6 can provide a basic knowledge of the potential targets, these num-

bers could vary from organization to another depending on geolocation, industry and or for ex-

ample size. Also, some of the cases could involve attacks towards multiple assets when the at-

tacker has conducted lateral movement to achieve their main target. Through holistic 

understanding of what are the critical assets, associated vulnerabilities, statistics of potential tar-

gets from researched insider attacks and use cases from the UBA/UEBA tool, we can look at 

what are the best log sources to provide best possible coverage for organizations environment. 

For the Splunk UBA/UEBA use cases we have covered in this master´s thesis, the most valuable 

log sources for insider threat detection are presented in Table 2. The prioritization is based on 

the utilization of each log source per use case. 

Use case 

Log source 

Account 

Misuse 

Compro-

mised User 

Account 

Compro-

mised and 

Infected 

Machine 

Data Exfil-

tration 

Lateral 

Movement 

Suspicious 

Behavior / 

Unknown 

Threats 

Authenti-

cation 
X X    X 

AD X X X  X X 

Firewall   X X  X 

IDS/IPS   X X X X 

Endpoint X X X   X 

VPN X X  X  X 

Cloud X X  X  X 
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DNS   X   X 

Badge X X    X 

DLP   X X  X 

Email X     X 

Printer    X  X 

Table 2. Log source prioritization based on Splunk use cases 

Based on Table 2, the five most valuable technical log sources would be AD, IDS/IPS, Endpoint, 

VPN and Cloud. These are the building blocks from which the organization can prioritize their 

own build based on the organization’s resources and capabilities. But the two critical log sources 

that need to be implemented before any of these listed in Table 2, are HR data and up to date 

asset database (CMDB). For UBA/UEBA to work properly, the solution needs to be able to iden-

tify users and assets. Also from authentication perspective, though not high on the Table 2 usa-

bility, important log sources are DHCP and DNS. 

5 Conclusion 

The purpose of this master´s thesis was to research and gather the basic knowledge of insider 

threat taxonomy, what are the common indicators in human behavior and background, how 

those indicators could be potentially detected via technical logs (machine data) with UBA/UEBA 

tools and what are the different threat types associated to each use case. The objective was to 

research the topic purely from an internal security perspective and concentrating on the employ-

ees, who for some reason decide to do the wrong thing or bypass the rules. Through under-

standing the insider threats and corresponding technologies to mitigate them, the result of this 

master´s thesis could be used as a prioritized blueprint for organizations battling against this 

threat, to plan, improve and build their defenses. To guarantee quality and ethics of my research 

the process was defined in detail before initiating the research. Mixed method was chosen as 
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the main methodology as it provides both qualitative and quantitative data, which was gathered 

through different sources including literature review, interview and utilizing a test environment 

to further provide proof for conclusions.  

The research indicates that the Insider threats are one of today’s most challenging cybersecurity 

issues alongside with nation state threat actors and organized crime organizations that are not 

well addressed by commonly employed perimeter or signature-based security solutions. Insiders 

come in many shapes and forms and are motivated by different agendas. Sometimes the insider 

activity was not performed out of malicious intentions, but due to the actions taken, the result 

could be severe for the organization. On a high-level, we can categorize different types of insid-

ers to five distinct categories, which are: 

• Workplace violence 
• Fraud 
• Theft of intellectual property, sensitive and/or classified materials or information (espio-

nage) 
• Sabotage 
• Terrorism 

 
Insider threat is not just, somebody stealing confidential data and selling it to the highest bidder. 

Insider threats can also pose a physical risk to people, assets, and facilities, not to mention the 

reputational impact that any of these incidents would cause. This is the reason why this threat 

should be on every organization executive board agenda and not just an information technology 

issue. Managing these identified risks are the key for maximizing the preventative capabilities as 

stated in the Federal Bureau of Investigations report (Making Prevention a Reality: Identifying, 

Assessing, and Managing the Threat of Targeted Attacks, n.d.). 

Information gathered through research indicate that as the outside threats have increased, so 

have the risks associated to malicious insiders. Compared to outsiders, the insider threats have 

the advantage that they are already inside the firewall. Most importantly, the malicious insiders 

already have certain level of access, they know where and how to further their reach towards 

the information, data, or asset they are after. If the insider is in privileged position, and is famil-

iar with the organizational policies, network architecture, security capabilities, they have good 

chance of executing their malicious act, hide their tracks and avoid detection (Warkentin & Willi-

son, 2009).  
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To combat these sophisticated outside and insider threats the security teams are required to 

shift their focus from legacy perimeter and signature-based defenses to look for the anomaly 

within their networks and assets. With user behavior analytics solutions utilizing the AI power 

and collected data organizations can baseline what is the normal behavior and react and investi-

gate when an anomaly occurs. Like mentioned earlier, the insider or the APT with foothold in the 

environment, usually appear like any other normal user. Though they use the same tools, but 

usually to do what they want to do, they need to do it hidden, meaning odd hours and odd loca-

tions. Especially with APT’s, they need to carry out their actions remotely. This is something that 

the user behavior monitoring can detect.  

My findings indicate that majority of cyber security tools and more precisely threat intelligence 

tools are looking at technical indicators of compromise for internal threats. The common sources 

for information are applications, computers, servers, and network devices. These solutions can 

also monitor for example a privileged and authorized access of a person, but how can it define 

what is good or potentially bad for each specific user. This is the reason for monitoring the be-

havior of users and assets to detect the anomaly and possible indicators of compromise. 

As can be seen from the research, the data that is required for insider threat detection is varied 

and ranging from background check interviews to digital logs from multiple different systems. 

UBA/UEBA is a complex solution, that requires a lot of funds, resources, knowledge, and dedica-

tion to make it work like it should. When implemented properly as a part of insider threat man-

agement program the UBA/UEBA can bring new capabilities to detect these internal threats and 

intervene in time. The organization does not need to implement a 100% coverage from the be-

ginning, but rather from first understanding the organization specific environment, technical so-

lutions, vulnerabilities, and threats, they can build this capability in smaller pieces and maximiz-

ing the fund and resources which the organization have at their disposal. This master´s thesis 

provides a one version of log source prioritization based on a specific technology. The log source 

prioritization based on my research is not something that will fit every IT environment and or-

ganization, but it provides some ideas and a starting point, from which one can start building 

their own approach based on their organization resources and risk appetite, to tackle this grow-

ing threat.  
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How to continue the research on this topic? Based on the existing knowledge, the logical ap-

proach would be to document a real-life UBA/UEBA implementation and to verify the detection 

capabilities of the behavioral analytics tool. Based on the findings, this would be a challenging 

task due to the complex nature of the solution itself which will take time to implement properly. 

The target organization, their IT environment, related processes, personnel and existing log man-

agement and monitoring needs to be mature enough to allow a firm basis for more advanced ca-

pabilities such as UBA/UEBA. 

Second option to advance this research could be a more in-depth look at a certain insider threat 

types or a type of indicators potentially associated to insider threats. For me personally, the 

topic would be to look at how to utilize information gathered from actions such as background 

checks and interviews in UBA/UEBA tools. This information is gathered from people by people, 

so it is different from standard log data which is more often utilized and can be a challenge to 

add to the system in a way that the UBA/UEBA solution is capable to utilize it. This type of per-

sonal information could potentially be extremely useful when correlated against low severity de-

tections. If there are some background information that makes the specific user to be more vul-

nerable to for example outside influence, could raise the severity of the detection, thus resulting 

into further investigation. Due to legislative reasons, one needs to approach this topic carefully 

and examine local legislation before embarking on this research to avoid any privacy related is-

sues.  
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